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statistical least squares designs was mentioned by Algazi and
Suk [51 in their reference to [ 1 1, but the connection was not
developed. See [5, footnote 7, p. 7471.
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Digital Low-Pass Filtering Using the Discrete
Hilbert Transform

S. C. DUTTA ROY AND ANURAG AGRAWAL

Abstract-A matrix formulation for a digital low-pass filter, alterna-
tive to that given by Sabri and Steenaart, is presented. It is shown that
the new formulation offers computational advantages and has better
noise performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hilbert transform (HT) plays an important role in signal
processing and communication systems, and a number of re-
cent publications relate to the application of the HT in linear
filtering [ 11-[31. In discrete form, the HT can be represented
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in various ways [4]-[81. A matrix form of the discrete HT
(DHT) has been obtained independently by Sabri and Steenaart
[61 and Burris [71, while a more economic formulation has
been suggested by Dutta Roy [8] . The use of the DHT in
digital filtering has been investigated by Sabri and Steenaart
[6], [91, [101, and it has been shown that the operation of
filtering reduces to that of a matrix multiplication. In this
communication, we extend the technique of [8] to obtain
an alternative matrix formulation of the DHT digital low-pass
filter, and demonstrate that the new formulation offers com-
putational advantages and better noise characteristics.l

11. SABRI AND STEENAART'S FORMULATION

The analog low-pass filter shown in Fig. I(a) can be trans-
formed to the digital low-pass filter of Fig. l(b) where N is the
length of the input sequence, a, is the analog filter cutoff
frequency, and 0 is the digital filter cutoff frequency expressed
as the sample points in the frequency domain. Clearly, the
output vector [g] = [go gl ***gN-l] in Fig. l(b), where
the superscript t stands for transpose, is related to the input
vector [f] = [fo fl * ** F~-~ ]t through the matrix equation
[61, [91, !101

Igl = {[BI [HI [AI - [AI [HI [BI 1 [fl = [LPI [fl t1)

where

[AI=d iag [ l cosh cos 2h . . . cos (N- 1)A] (2)

[B]=diag[O sin h sin 2X • * • sin (N- I)h] (3)

with h= 27@/Nand [HI is the Hilbert matrix [61, [71 given by

[HI =[h,,”]; n,u = 0toN- 1 (4)

h,v = (2/N) £ sin [(2n/N)(u - n)kl

and

L =
(N/2)- 1, N even

{(A’- 1)/2, TV odd.

(5)

(6)

The low-pass matrix [LP] of (1) is square, of order N, and for
N even, it can be shown from (1)-(6) that

[LP] =

0

.aN-l

0

aN-3

0 ••• 0
a \ " • - aN-3

0 • • • 0

(7)

with

a, = (2/N) cot (nm/N) sin (27$rn/N), m odd, and

ak=aN-k. (8)

An even value of N is preferred because this results in a much
more sparse matrix than that obtained for odd N, thereby
reducing the computations.

‘The alternative formulation essentially consists of parallel rather
than serial realization. This possibility was briefly mentioned earlier
in [9].
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Fig. 1. (a) Analog low-pass filter. (b) Digital low-pass filter derived
from Fig. l(a).

111. ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION

We shall now present an alternative formulation for (1).
First consider the example N= 8, for which (1) can be written
as
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Following [8], this can be rewritten in.the following manner:

+ /? /a +/s"
Si h +/o A +/e

£2 fz + / l /5 +/?
+ f. V n.~\

(10)
A_+/2__/6_+/0

/s +/3 /?
/s+A /o
/7 +/s /l +/3
/o +/e h +A

Clearly, using (10), the computation of one output sample re-
quires only two multiplications as compared to four in (9).
Also, the omission of zeros results in considerable memory sav-
ing. The cyclic variation of the subscripts of f, along vertical
lines deserves to be noted.

Further reduction in memory requirements is possible by
noting that the elements of the new matrix repeat after the
fourth row. Therefore, one can store only the upper half of
the matrix, to be denoted by [F] in what follows, and when
half of the outputs are computed, the column vector [a] needs
to be turned upside down to get the rest of the outputs. Ex-
pressed mathematically,

[go Si ?2 gi)t=[F][a1 a3]*

[g* Ss g6 g-iV =[F][a3 « i ] f .
(ID

The general form for N even and N/2 also even can now be
written as

[go gi • • • g(N/2)-i]t =

iSN/2 ' -'gN-2 gN-ll* ~

where

t«(JV/2)-l
(12)

[F] =

/l +/iV-l h +/JV-3 • " ' f(N/2)-l +/(iV/2)+l

/2 +/o A +A/-2 " ' ' fN/2 +/(iV/2)+2

JN/2 +f(N/2)-2 /(iV/2)+2 + /(JV/2)-4 " " ' fN-2

(13)

General forms for N/2 odd and N odd can also be obtained,
but they lack the symmetries obtained for the case of N as
well as N/2 even.

IV. ERROR ANALYSIS

An error analysis has been carried out for the new formula-
tion,' which is essentially a parallel realization, by following
the same general procedure for serial realization as given in
191. Under identical assumptions, the upper and lower
bounds on the ratio R = (output mean-squared error)/(mean-
squared signal) are obtained as

^ = 4 ; ? ! +R2+(1/4)R3

Rl = R1+R2+(1/4)R3,

respectively, where

•Ri =olla},

R3 = o2
ENt la}

(14)

(15)

, and

(16)

In (16), U& = 2 -2b/12 denotes the multiplication roundoff
error variance, where b is the number of bits; this is the same
as the error variance due to input quantization (also assumed
to be b-bit, as is generally the case), and is equal to one-sixth
of the error varia.nce due to additcon. 0; is the autocorrelation
function of the input signal and ein denotes the ideal (infinite
word length) representation of the elements of [LP] in (7).

For comparison, we recall that in the serial realization [6],
[91,

R,=R1+R2+(7/2)R3 (17)

where the bar is used to distinguish these from (14) and (15).
Obviously, Rl<El. Also,

RU-RU = -O!4)R3=Ri

It can be shown that [121

ds?& =2(2p+ l)/N.

(19)

(20)

Thus,

R , - R , = 3 - 7 N 2 / [ 8 ( 2 p + I ) ] . (21)

Since /3 < N , it is easily seen that R, - E, is negative for N >

2 The details are given in [111.
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7. We therefore conclude that the new formulation has better
noise performance.

V. CONCLUSION

An alternative matrix formulation for the DHT digital low-
pass filter has been presented, which has the advantages of
requiring less storage, reducing computations, and improved
noise performance.
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Maximum Entropy Spectral Estimation Using the
Analytical Signal

STEVEN M. KAY

Abxstroct-Using maximum entropy power spectral estimation, the
estimate of the frequency of a sinusoid in white noise has been shown
to be very sensitive to the initial sinusoidal phase. This phase depen-
dence can be significantly reduced by replacing the real data by its
analytic form, reducing the sampling rate by two, and employing the
power spectral estimate for complex data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chen and Stegen [11 have performed several experiments
with maximum entropy power spectral estimation using Burg's
estimate for the reflection coefficients. They noted that for a
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short data record sampled from a sinusoid in white noise, the
location of the peak of the spectrum is very sensitive to the
initial phase of the sinusoid. Frequency estimation errors of
up to 30 percent are observed. Other researchers have been
able to reduce this phase dependence, but only at the expense
of abandoning the Toeplitz form of the normal equations [21.

The dependence of the frequency estimate on phase is at-
tributed to the interaction between the positive and negative
frequency spectra in analogy with known results from Fourier
power spectral estimation theory 131. It would be expected that
if this interaction could be reduced, then so would the phase
dependence. This suggests the use of the discrete analytic sig-
nal for which the power spectrum is zero for -(r/Ao) < W < 0,
where A. is the sampling interval. However, the analytic noise
is now nonwhite. Jackson et al. [4] and Tufts et al. [SI ob-
served that by decreasing the sampling rate by two, the resultant
complex noise would be white as shown in Fig. 1. The white-
ness of the noise is a desirable property in that the peak of the
estimated power spectral density is then an asymptotically un-
biased estimate of frequency [61.

By forming the analytic signal and decreasing the sampling
rate, the data will consist of a complex sinusoid, in complex
white noise, i.e., if X; is the real discrete signal, then

X~ = A sin (oo t + $)+ W; (1)

where Wl is white noise with E(Wi) = 0 and

Then the analytic signal is

Z; = X;+j2;

where 2
; denotes the Hilbert transform of X; and the re-

sultant signal after downsampling is

Z, = Z' =-jAei(zw°t + @) + wf (3)

where

E(W,
C) = 0, R WC(k) = E(W;*W;+k) = u2

W$(k).

The real and complex maximum entropy power spectral esti-
mators are (7)

acPC

(4)

(5)

where pr, pc = predictor order for the real and complex spec-
tra, respectively, and Ppr, Ppc = prediction error power for
the real and complex spectra, respectively.

The parameter sets {a:, • . •, a;,,, Pp,}, {a;, . . ., agc, Ppc}
are determined from the Burg estimation method for the re-
flection coefficients in conjunction with Levinson recursion.
It should be noted that only pc = 9pr need be used since the
complex conjugate poles of the real analysis are not modeled
in the complex approach.

11. DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS

A simulation was performed to compare the effects of
phase on the frequency estimate for the real and analytic
signal approaches. The data consisted of a single real sinusoid
in real white Gaussian noise.


